Shaping the skin: the interplay of mesoscale geometry and corneocyte swelling.
The stratum corneum, the outer layer of mammalian skin, provides a remarkable barrier to the external environment, yet it has highly variable permeability properties where it actively mediates between inside and out. On prolonged exposure to water, swelling of the corneocytes (skin cells composed of keratin intermediate filaments) is the key process by which the stratum corneum controls permeability and mechanics. As for many biological systems with intricate function, the mesoscale geometry is optimized to provide functionality from basic physical principles. Here we show that a key mechanism of corneocyte swelling is the interplay of mesoscale geometry and thermodynamics: given helical tubes with woven geometry equivalent to the keratin intermediate filament arrangement, the balance of solvation free energy and elasticity induces swelling of the system, importantly with complete reversibility. Our result remarkably replicates macroscopic experimental data of native through to fully hydrated corneocytes. This finding not only highlights the importance of patterns and morphology in nature but also gives valuable insight into the functionality of skin.